
Why should you select New Zealand for further study? 
 
 
 

Our visa success rate is 100% in 2010 

 
 

- Place Without racism. New Zealanders are widely known as most friendly people in the world 
- 30-40% Cheaper than Australia 
- Work while studying and Join Full time work after completion of study 
- Unlimited work probation for Spouse  
- Crime rate next to zero 
- Regular flights from Dhaka to all major cities in NZ 
- Flexible - Systematic Visa procedures in just 10weeks. For genuine students this is risk-free 

visa procedures 
- High rate of visa success, till to-date a2z Study has 100% visa success rate 
- Part-time legal job opportunity while studying in NZ to cover living and miscellaneous expenses 

comfortably 
- Students can apply for Immigration (PR) just after 1-yr of study if their previous qualifications 

match or options to get work visa to stay further in NZ  
- After immigration, medical – kids education are all free 
- Can move to Australia to stay and work once you get NZ Immigration  
- We can assist you with NZ Immigration in future 
- To apply to NZ, we process your file through BNZEF then we take of the visa in Delhi, India. All 

you need to do is process through a2z Study, office and fly in just few weeks time 
- Options at all levels Secondary Schools – Diploma – Bachelor – Master – PhD 
- a2z Study can assist students to most of the Universities and Colleges in NZ through our 

Sydney-Office, you only need to advise us your interested program and Uni after checking their 
entry requirements 

- YES, you need to have IELTS 5.5 at lease to process for NZ 
- YES, you need at least Tk 15 Lacs fund from your sponsors for Student Visa. Sponsors can be 

anybody related to you and willing to sponsor you 
 

 
 
New Zealand follows moderate visa guidelines and require similar fund like Australia. There 
are 3 steps procedures BNZEF – NZIS Delhi – NZ Immi Bangkok but we look after all and 
takes about 3mths to complete your visa procedures. It’s less risk since if BNZEF report is 
not positive, you don’t lose any time & money.  

 

 


